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The electronic extracule density E(R) and its spherica1 average d(R) areprobability densities of 
finding the center-of-mass vector (rj+ rk)/2 and its magnitude Irj+rkll2 of any two electrons j and 
k ωbe R and R， respectively. Theoretica1 analysis of spin~orbita1-pair contributions Ejk(R)佃 d
djk(R) to the extracule .densities shows伽 twithin the Hartree-Fock framework， there exists an 
“electron-electron counterba1ance hole" Ejk(O) =djk(O) = 0 between two electrons in spin-orbitals 
j and k with the same spin and the sarne spatia1 inversion symmetry， which implies that the 
center-of.幽massvector (or distance) of these electrons cannot be zero目 theseelectrons cannot be 
exact1y atthe opposite positions in space with respect to the inversion center. The same is a1so true 
in momentum space. The electron-electron counterbalance hole may be considered as a complement 
to the farniliar electron司electroncoa1巴scenceor Fermi hole for two electrons with the same spin. We 
a1so point out白atthe electron-electron counterba1ance and coa1escence. d巴nsitiesare rigorously 
proportiona1 for a pair of spin-orbita1s with different spins. @ 1998 American Institute of Physics. 
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=0 or d(R) at R=O yields theelectron-elec位oncounterbal-
ance density E (0) = d (0)， which is the probability density of 
finding any two electrons at the opposite positions with re幽
spect to the origin (i.e.， the nucleus in atoms). The electron-
electron coalescence density h(O) appears in the evaluation 
of the relativistic2 and radiative3 corrections for atoms and 
molecules， and its properties have been reported in severa1 
studies.4-8 In particular， the presence of the electron-巴lectron
coa1escence or Fermi hole Ijk(O) = hjk(O) = 0 inthe Hartree-
Fock theoηis well-known between two electrons in spin-
orbita1s j and k with the same spin. 
On the other hand， litle is known atout the properties of 
the electron-electron counterba1ance density E (0) = d (0). In 
the present paper， we point out that in the Hartree-Fock 
approximation， there exists an electron-巴lectroncounterba1-
却 cehole Ejk(O) =djk(O) = 0 between two electrons in spin-
orbitals j and k， iftheir spin functions紅巳thesame and their 
spatial functIons have the same inversion symme佐ywith re-
spect to the coordinate origin. The elec住01トelectroncounter-
ba1ance hole can be regarded as a pぽtnerof仕lefamiliar 
electron-electron coa1escence or Ferrni hole. The next section 
describes a proof of the counterba1ance hole in position 
space. We a1so point out出ata relation djk(O) = 8hjk(0) 
=8(ρj ，Pk) is exactly va1id for spin~orbita1s j and k with 
different spins， where (Pj ，Pk) is the overlap betw巴巴nspin-
reduced one-electron orbital densities. In Section IT， the 
momentum-space correspondence is explained， and in Sec-
tion IV，組illustrativeexample is presented. Hartree atomic 
units are used出roughout血ispaper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The intracule I(u) and extracule E(R) densities， aswel1 
as their spherica1 averages h(u) and d(R)， are a couple of 
electron-pair densities useful to ana1yze and charact巴rizethe 
motion of a pa註ofelectrons in atoms and molecules (see， 
e.g.， Ref. 1 for a .review). For an N-electron system (N 
~ 2)， the intracule densities 1 ( u)and h ( u)訂edefined by 
I吋五三1伽一(時-rk)]) 




where u三 (u，flu)with flu=(Ou'φu)，δ(r) is the three四
dimensional Dirac delta function， and the a時ularbrackets ( > 
stand for the expectation value. The intracule densities I(u) 
and h(u) are the probability density functions for the relative 
vector号-rk and its magnitude I町一rklof any pair of elec同
trons j and k to be u and u， respectively. On the other hand， 




1. ELECTRON-ELECTRON COUNTERBALANCE HOLE 
IN POSITION SPACE 
Using the kemel of Fourier transforrnations， the白ree-
dimensional Dirac delta function o(r) can be expressed as 
and represent出eprobability density functions for the center-
of-mass vector(rj十九)/2and its magnitude Irj+ rkl/2 of any 
pair of electrons j and k to be R and R， respectively， where 
)l.=(R，flR) with flR圭 (OR'φR)'For various applications of 
the intracule and extracule densities， see Ref. 1， for example. 
A specia1 case of I(u) at u=O or h(u) at u=O defines 
the electron-electron coalescence density 1(0) = h (0)， which 
is the probability density of finding any two electrons at the 
sarne position. Ana1ogously， a specia1 case of E(R) at R 
(2) 
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δ'(r)=剛一3f吋(is.r)
ーThenthe位rree-dimensionalextracule density E(R) defined 
by Eq. (2) is rewritten as 
N-l N 




Gjk(s) = < exp(ー is.rj)exp(ー is.rk)).
(4b) 
(4c) 






ザ 3fぬ jo(2Rs)Gjk(s)， (5b) 
也 whichh(X) is出elth order spherical Bessel function of 
the first kind. 
For a single $later determinant wave function composed 
of N spin-o由討alsψj(r)η'/σ)，出e'Condon-Slater rules 
(see， e.g.， Ref. 9) re町飢ge也efunction Gjk(s) [Eq. (4c)] as 
Gjk(s)=坊(s)fMs)-8mSjms/九(s)ft(s)， (6司
where msj den'Otes白espin quantum number of the spin-
凹bitalj， 8jk is白eKr'Oneckei: delta，釦d
f〆〆州(付ωs的叶}
If we tecall the relation 1 
j向 [-is.(r十ピ目前(刊 (7) 
toge白.erwith jo(0)=1，血econtribution Ejk(O) =djk(O}， 
from spin-orbitals j and k t'O the electr'On-electron counter-
balance densi旬 E(O)= d(O) is obtained fr'Om Eqs.(4b)姐 d
(5b) as 













(4a) 吟(-r)=ー ψj(r)， 仇(-r)=一仇(1').
(5a) 
N釘nely，位)ereexists an eJectron-el即位on
hole between a pair of electrons， if血eyhave thesame 
組 dtheir spatial functions have the same inversion 
wi出 respectto the origU¥. In at'Omic systems， the 
electr'On counterbalance hole appe紅sfor two el即位'Ons
~ike spin when the sum 1 j十九'Of也eirorbitalazimuthal 
tum nU1llbers is even. An analogous discussion holds also 
molecules with inversi'On symme位y.In linear m'Olecules 
D∞h p'O血tgroup symme佐y，for example， similar 
tions of m'Olecular 'Orbitals wi由spatialgerade and 
symme住iesgenerate the c'Ounterbalance hole for two 
trons with the same spin. The physical pict町eof the coun~ 
terbalance hole is也atthe center-'Of-mass vect'Or (or 
of these electrons cannot be zero， or these elec佐ons
be exactly at the 'Opposite p'Ositions with respect to血e
dinate origin (i.e.， thenucleus in at'Oms 'Or the inversi'On cerト f
，ter of molecules). 、
九ぺ竺
h白eHartree approximation，出esecond terms (wi血御三
subscript jk，kj) in Eq~. (6砂and(8a) donot， appear叩
hence Ejk(O)叩ddjk(O) cannot be zero for any spin--:orbit尚三
j and k. Then~fore the counterbalance hole is a resu1t ofぬ宇
quantum嗣mecha凶calrequireme凶出atelectronic wave func・
ti'Ons must be antisyinmetric， asis the c'Oalescence h'Ole.τ'he 
elec位'On-elec住'Onc'Oalescence' and c'Ounterbalance h'Oles are 
considered t'O be c'Omplemen包ryin the sense血atthey appear 
f'Or the relative and center-of-mass moti'Ons 'Of a pair 'Of elec-
tr'Ons with the same spin.H'Oweve'r， there is an回sentialdiι 
ference between the tw'O h'Oles: the c'Ounterbalance hole is 
subject to the additi'Onal conditi'On'Of spatial symmetries e)f 
relevant spin-'Orbitals as mentioned ab'Ove， but the c'Oales~ 
cence h'Ole is n'Ot. 
A similar analysis of spin'-'Orbital-pair c'OntributioIls to
the elec佐on-electr'Onc'Oalescence density [(0) = h(O) results 
m 
[jk(O) = hjk(O) = (1一 δ~Sjm)gjj，kk ・ (10)
Equati'On (10) 位 aightf'Orw紅dlypr'Oves也eFermi h'Ole 
hjk(O)=O f'Or a pair'Of spin，.orbitals j and k with the same 
spin. At血.esame time， Eq. (10) c'Ombined with Eqs. (8a) and 
(8b) shows白atif ms{*msk' 











cence densities are exactly proportional for a pair 'Of spin~ 
'Orbitals with different spins. The prop'Orti'Onality constant is 
8 = 23， where the fact'Or 2 c'Omes企Ol:n白edenominat'Or in出e
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T ABLE I.The ele氾町on-electroncounterbalance and coalescence densities 
in position space for the ground-state nitrogen atom. 
Sp泊-orbitalp創r Counterbalance density Coalescence density 
Isalsβ 93.649373 11.706172 
Isa2sa O O 
Isa2sβ 3.751679 。闘468960
Isa2poa 1.288967 O 
Isa2p_la 
Isβ2sa 3.751679 0.468960 
Isβ2.1'β O 。
1 sβ2po日 。圃6判483 0.080560 
Isβ2p_la 
2sa2sβ 0.474500 0.059313 
2sa2poa 0.616902 O 
2sa2p_la 
2sβ2po9' 0.308451 0.038556 
2sβ2p_1日
2p+1山) O O 
2p+la2p_la 
2po日2p_1日 O O 
Total 110.203638 13.060754 
Dirac delta function in Eq. (2) and the factor 3 originates 
from the three dimensionality of space. Moreover， these two“ 
electron properties can be rigorously obtained from the over. 
lap of the one-electron orbital densities in白isparticular 
case. See 'also Refs. 7 and 10. 
日1.ELECTRON聞ELECTRONCOUNTERBALANCE 
HOLE IN MOMENTUM SPACE 
Definitions exactly analogous to Eq. (2) apply to the 
momentum-space extracule density E(P) and its spherical 
average d (P): 
INー N
E(P)呈(ヱヱ δ[P一(p十 Pk)/2]) ， 







? ?? ??? ? ? ?? (13) 
where P=(P，Op) with Op=( (}p，φp). The functions E(P) 
and d(P) are probability densities for the center-of-mass 
momentum vector (Pj+ Pk)12 and its magnitude Ipj+ Pkl12 of 
any pair of electrons j and k to be P and P， respectively. 
Setting P=O and P=O in Eq. (仕13吋)， we. obtain the electron-
el 巴民ct佐ro叩nf?卯ou凹nt飽er由bal組 c印edensity E(O町)=dl訂(0)and its c∞ompoか-
n即en附臼E再}戸〆k以(岬0駒)=d再jk以(0的)組回sin略gfrom s申p戸in印 r巾耐削bi凶抗t凶alsりjand k. 
A momentum-space N幽electronwave function is given 
by the 3N-dimensional Fourier transformation of the co汀巴-
sponding position-space wave function. Then the Hartree-
Fock wave function in momentum space has exactly the 
same determinantal structure as that in position space， pro-
vided白atthe one-electron spatial function ψk(r) is replac巴d
with its momentum-space counterpart， 
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仰州)=(ρ伽阿27T川π的)-3/β2J 吋 ( 叩
Then the analysis pa紅ra必lelt加ot白ha“tin position spac巴le巴adsus to 
白eele配ct位ro叩nト帽屯-elect町roncounterbalance hole in momentum 
s叩pa叫ceEj片k(O刷)=dj片k(0) = 0 for two electrons in momentum 
spin-orbitals j and k， when they have the same spin and the 
same inversion symme町 inmomentum space. We also find 
拍 exactrelation djk(O) = 8 hjk(O) = 8(γJ'γk) for moment-
um岨spacespin-orbitals j and k with different spins， where 
hjk(O) is白emomentum-space coalescence density and 
(γj'γk) is白eov巴rlapbetween spin司reducedone-electron 
momentum orbital densiti郎竹(p)告 1<t/p)j2and I'k(P) 
三 |φk(P)j2.
IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
The nitrogen atom has 7 electrons and hence 21 different 
pairs of spin-orbitals. For its ground 4S state with 
1 s22s22p3 electronic configuration， we have ca1culated the 
electron-electron counterbalance density djk(O) for a spin-
orbital-pair j and k， by using白enumerical Hartree-Fock 
method. The results are summarized in Table I. Also shown 
there for comparison are the corresponding values of coales-
cence densities hjk(O). The brace appearing in the first col-
umn of the table means that each of the grouped spin-
orbital-pairs has the given value， not that the sum of these 
pairs takes the given value. It is c1ear in Table 1 that the 
electron司electroncounterbalance hole exists for 5 pairs of 
spin-orbitals with msj=msk and lj十九=even.On th巴other
hand， the electron-electron coalescence hole is found for 11 
pairs of spin-orbitals with msj=msb inc1uding those pairs 
which possess th巴counterbalancehole. Table 1 also c1arifies 
白紙themajor part of the total counterbalanc巴orcoalescence 
TABLE I. The elec佐on-el巴C位。ncounterbalance and coalescence densities 
in momentum space for the ground-sta低 ni位ogenatom. 
Spin-orbital pair Counterbalance density Coalescence density 
Isa1sβ 0.006019 0.000752 
1.1'α2sa O O 
Is白2sβ 0.020797 0.002600 
Isα2poa 0.036763 O 
Isa2p_la 
1.1'β2sa 0.020797 0.002600 
Isβ2sβ O O 
1.1'β2poa 0.018381 0.002298 
Isβ2p_la 
2sa2sβ 0.887994 0.110999 
叫 1a)
2sa2poa 0.660669 O 
2sa2p_la 
2sβ2poa 0.330335 0.041292 
2.1'β2p_la 
勾+la2附) O O 
2p+la2p_la 
2poa2p_la O O 
Total 4.074051 0.247719 
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density is due to the electrons iri the innermost 1 S orbital， 
which are confined in a small region in the vicinity of the 
nucleus. We can also verify the relation djk(O)=8hjk(O) 
numerica1ly for spin-orbital-pairs with unlike spins. 
Table I summarizes spin-orbital-pair contributions to 
the electron-elec釘oncounterbalance and coalescence densi帽
ties in momentum space. Since the spin functions and the 
inversion symmetries of orbital functions are the same in 
position and momentum spaces， the counterbalance and coa-
lescence holes in momentum space appear for the same 
spin-orbital-pairs as in positioIl space. In contrast to position 
space， however， the electrons in the valence 2s and/or 2p 
orbitals give the largest contributions to the total counterbal-
ance and coalescence densities， because the position-
momentum reciprocity implies that. diffuse orbitals in posi・
tion space correspond to tight orbitals around p=O in 
momentum space. The relation d jk(O) = 8 h jk(O) is seen in 
Table I， wh巴nthe two spin functions are different. 
Toshikatsu Koga 
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